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Action proposals to amendments submitted by GGEP and the Czech Greens pending final approval

№ Party Lines 
(compromise 
text)

Action Current Text Proposed Amendment Suggested action

Compromise integrated replacing lines 1-36 based on AM 3-4 including languages improvements by the 
Irish Greens subject to final sign off by Ecolo and EELV:                                                                              
DEAR EUROPEAN CITIZEN,
We want to invite you to participate in the European Parliament elections on May 22nd-25th, 2014. And 
we want you to vote Green.
This year sees the 100th anniversary of the start of the First World War and is 57 years after the Treaty of 
Rome marked the founding of what is now the European Union. European unification has freed the 
continent from centuries of antagonism and war. It has inspired the removal of dictatorships and 
authoritarian regimes across most of our continent. It has enabled the economic reconstruction of its 
member states in a spirit of social justice, and is making our continent a pioneer of environmental 
sustainability.
Each enlargement has enriched our cultures, enabled us to recognise each other, making us all part of the 
same challenging project. There is no doubt about it that the building of the European Union up to this 
point has been an historic achievement.  

EUROPE IS NOW AT THE CROSSROADS                                                                                                    
We Greens believe that Europe is our common home and our future. Yet, that future is under threat. If the 
EU's achievements are to be preserved and enhanced, now is the time for a fundamental political 
reorientation and for a democratic renewal of the European Union. To safeguard our common future we 
want to change Europe to strengthen it. That is why we stand for more solidarity, sustainability and justice. 
If we give room to populism, nationalism or economic chauvinism, then no region, no country, no part of 
Europe will remain or become prosperous on its own.  In a globalised world, it is only by acting together 
that we stand a chance of meeting the daunting social, environmental, economic and security challenges 
ahead. We need fair economic cooperation that respects our ecological responsibilities. We need solidarity 
within and between our nations. We need a strong democracy. We must live our values, upholding freedom 
and liberties domestically and internationally. 

4 CRISIS CREATES ANXIETY AND ANGER – WE WANT TO BUILD HOPE AND SECURITY                              
Neo-liberal de-regulation has created financial markets solely driven by short-term greed resulting in the 
global financial crisis that is still with us today.The crisis has threatened or destroyed many social, 
democratic and economic achievements and as a consequence the conception of the European Union is 
now being challenged by a growing sense of frustration, fear, and even anger. The medicine of austerity that 
has been prescribed for several years now to countries in crisis has increased social division and injustice, 
jeopardized the well-being of many of our fellow citizens, undermined the capacity of our societies prosper, 
and crucially, weakened democracy.  Today, 25% of Europeans are at risk of poverty or social exclusion; 27 
million are unemployed, including almost one out of five young Europeans!  The most fragile end up paying 
the heaviest price of the crisis. We are therefore not surprised that this injustice is stirring fear and anger 
across our continent. While we share that anger, we want to turn it into hope. At the same time the 
environmental crisis persists. Our economic model is not sustainable. The continued failure to reach a 
global agreement at the climate conferences demonstrates how far we are from avoiding catastrophic 
climate change. Short-termism and the narrow interests of lobbyists continue to prevail. Europe is essential 
to build the more sustainable, democratic and equal society we are calling for. Think of it: taming the forces 
of financial markets and of global corporations, effectively fighting tax fraud and evasion, transforming 
Europe’s energy supply to combat runaway climate change. These are all examples of urgent actions that 
are beyond the capabilities of even the largest of our member states. We need cooperation within the EU 
to effectively deal with these issues. 
The transformation we advocate must go hand in hand with a democratic re-foundation. We want a
European Union that pioneers a more direct and participative democracy. Executive bodies such as the
European Commission and Central Bank must be held accountable for their actions.The EU must be an
effective multi-level democracy, respecting subsidiarity and making its diversity one if its best assets. 

Amendments to be discussed at CAS - Draft Common Manifesto

3 EELV We European Greens have two reasons for addressing you:We want you to
participate in the European Parliament elections on May 22nd-25th, 2014.
And we want you to vote Green.

One day will come, when you, from all nations on the continent, with no loss of
your distinct qualities, nor of your glorious individuality, you will join tightly
within a superior union and together you will form the european fraternity.
from Victor Hugo
 Inaugural speech of the Universal Peace Congress gathered in Paris 1849.
A hundred years ago, the first world war started. Fifty seven years ago, Europe

signed the treaty that they fervently hoped would put an end to these dreadful
wars, that along the centuries had seen the death of millions,soldiers and
civilians.
Because we had a common ideal for Europe, because we wanted to build

together a European citizenship, our founding fathers dreamed that marvellous
dream that we, european citizens can pursue. This common ideal for Europe has
brought peace to this continent for a longer time than ever before.
Each enlargement has enriched our cultural grounds, enabled us to recognise

each other, making us all part of a same enthralling project. There is no question,
the building of the European Union has been an incredible and successful
project, one that has taken into account the general interest, pushing away
nationalistic selfishness and the tensions coming from ignorance and
intolerance.
Europe is essential to build the more sustainable, democratic and equal society
we are calling for. Without it, we cannot take the broader and longer term view
that we are calling for. We Grens think that an EU common interest exists,
beyond the addition of national and regional interests, and that of private
interests. We Greens think that the futures of the european citizens are
interlinked and that the EU is the appropriate level of decision for a number of
crucial policies. These are the reasons why we are convinced that the
construction of a truly political union is the only way to shape and guarantee
our common interest and why we believe that Europe is our common hope anf
future.  This is the project we invite you to vote for. 

replaceEcolo DEAR EUROPEAN CITIZEN,
We European Greens have two reasons for addressing you: We want you to
participate in the European Parliament elections on May 22nd-25th, 2014.
And we want you to vote Green.
LET´S BUILD EUROPE TOGETHER - BY CHANGING WHAT´S WRONG
We Greens believe that Europe is our common home and our future. That
future is under threat. To safeguard our common future we want to change
Europe, to strengthen it. That is why we stand for more solidarity and
solidity, sustainability and justice than we find in Europe today. We fight for
stronger European democracy than exists today. We invite you to join us in
building new European unity on this basis.
If we give room to populism, nationalism or economic chauvinism, then no
region, no country, no part of Europe will remain or become prosperous. In
a globalised world, facing the daunting social, environmental and security
challenges ahead, our European answer cannot be to revert to national
boundaries. Only together will we Europeans be successful. But we must set
the right priorities! We need fair economic cooperation that respects our
ecological responsibilities. We need solidarity within and between our
nations. We need a strong democracy. We must live our values, upholding
freedom and liberties domestically and internationally. The Europe we fight
for is not self-satisfied, but ambitious. It refuses to condone failure in
European policies. It is able to better embrace the necessary change
towards more sustainability and a good life for all its people.
CRISIS CREATES ANXIETY AND ANGER – WE WANT TO BUILD HOPE
AND SECURITY
Hope and security and peace, that’s why so many Europeans supported the
European unification project in its early years. Europe has delivered on
peace. European unity freed the continent from centuries of antagonism and
war. Europe inspired the removal of dictatorships and authoritarian regimes
in many European countries. But more recently, Europe and its member
states who still hold many important keys to European progress, have been
failing many of its citizens. 
The idea of Europe has been met with growing frustration, fear, even with
anger, because in the crisis many social, democratic and economic
achievements have been threatened or destroyed. At the moment, 25% of
Europe´s citizens are at risk of poverty and social exclusion. People are
afraid. Europe is in crisis for many reasons. We have for instance allowed
unacceptable risk-taking and greed by unleashing financial markets, resulting
in high unemployment, stagnation, increased social division and injustice.
Our economic model is not sustainable and is undermining its ability to
create prosperity. The global climate conferences in the past years have
demonstrated how dangerously far we are removed from avoiding
catastrophic climate change. There is still not enough political will to achieve
a turn-around. Short-termism and narrow lobbyist interests seem to prevail. 
We invite you to join us in our efforts to turn anger about all this into new
hope. Europe must change. Europe, indeed, needs fundamental
transformation. 
YOUR VOTE MATTERS – DON´T LET THOSE WHO WANT TO RUIN
EUROPE WIN
We want you to join us in the fight for an economic transformation that will 
build future prosperity on the basis of sustainable development and a Green
renaissance of our industry. Here many Green jobs can be created,
constituting good and decent work, equal pay, workers’ rights, increased
economic mobility, regional development and better opportunities for small
and medium sized enterprises or social companies. We insist on a European
energy policy, which will mitigate climate change: Yes to renewables and
energy efficiency, no to nuclear or more coal and shale gas. All this we call a
Green New Deal. 
We Greens remain reliable advocates of environmental responsibility. Help
us take a strong stance against those on the right or on the left and from
the lobbies, who would rather block progress. We demand more sustainable
agricultural policies and have played a strong role in reforming the EU´s
fisheries policy. We have consistently promoted consumer rights.
Environmentalism is also a social responsibility. If we destroy the
environment, we destroy the basis of our economy and well-being.We
Greens mobilize under the banner of social justice against social exclusion,
of sustainability against austerity. We want to live our lives as men and
women in which security and opportunity are not just tales from yesteryear. 
Here, without doubt, Europe must change direction! We want to fight
against youth unemployment, against homelessness, against poverty and
hopelessness. Where member states refuse or fail to deliver, together as
Europeans we can overcome that. Let us strengthen social Europe.

EUROPE IS AT A CROSSROADS
Started after World War II, the European unification project has freed the
continent from centuries of antagonism and war. It has inspired the removal of
dictatorships and authoritarian regimes across most of our continent. It has
enabled the economic reconstruction of its Member-States in a spirit of social
justice, before making our continent a pioneer of environmental sustainability. If
these achievements are to be preserved and enhanced, now is the time for a
fundamental political reorientation and for a democratic re-foundation of the
European Union.
Indeed, the all-out neoliberal deregulation started in 1980 unleashed the forces
of financial markets solely driven by short-term greed; this was at the heart of
the global financial crisis that erupted in 2008. And the policy response provided
by mainstream political forces at the European and national levels have only
made the situation worse. As exemplified by the austerity medicine administered
by the Troika to crisis countries, it focuses maniacally on massive cuts in public
spending, in wages and in social and environmental protection. As a result, it
jeopardizes the wellbeing of many of our fellow citizens, undermines the
capacity of our societies to create prosperity, threatens our efforts to fight
climate change and last but not least, undermines our democracies. Today,25%
of Europeans are at risk of poverty or social exclusion; 27 million are
unemployed, including almost one out of five young Europeans! The most fragile
end up paying the heaviest price of the crisis. No surprise this injustice is stirring
fear and anger across our continent! While we share that anger, we deliberately
choose to turn it into hope. 

A NEW COURSE FOR A RE-VITALISED EUROPEAN DEMOCRACY 

Status-quo, that is, leaving those who led us into this crisis in the political
driver’s seat cannot be an option. But neither is succumbing to the populist and
chauvinist sirens of those who preach retreating behind narrow national or
regional borders, making scapegoats of all those who are different. We believe
no region, no country, no part of Europe will be able to remain or become
prosperous on its own. Think of it : taming the forces of financial markets and of
global corporations, effectively fighting tax fraud and evasion, making Europe’s
energy supply 100% renewable so as to combat runaway climate change are all
examples of urgent actions that are beyond the capabilities of even the largest
of our Member-States. In a globalised world, it is only by acting together that we
stand a chance of meeting the daunting social, environmental and economic
challenges ahead. This requires a combination of solidarity and responsibility
among European Member-States, so that together we can reclaim our
sovereignty – that is the ability to shape our future - by sharing it. 

Our Europe does not however mean more of the same, rather a fundamentally
transformed one. It is a Union that chooses as its number one objective making
a good life possible for all – across our planet and across the generations –
while respecting the physical limits of our planet. This requires making the
European Union a catalyst for investment. Investment in a Green Europe, that
makes its infrastructures the most resource- and energy-efficient, that protects
and restores its natural resources which are a condition for life. Investment in a
social Europe that puts social protection, inclusiveness and cohesion at the
heart of its goals. Investment in a learning and innovative Europe, able to invent,
build and deploy solutions to the global challenges of this century. Beyond their
absolute necessity, we are convinced that these investments are the most
powerful and sustainable engine of job creation for our continent in the 21st
century. Mobilizing them must be the priority of European regulation, of taxation 
and public spending. This is, in a nutshell, what we call a Green New Deal for
Europe.
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replaceEcolo DEAR EUROPEAN CITIZEN,
We European Greens have two reasons for addressing you: We want you to
participate in the European Parliament elections on May 22nd-25th, 2014.
And we want you to vote Green.
LET´S BUILD EUROPE TOGETHER - BY CHANGING WHAT´S WRONG
We Greens believe that Europe is our common home and our future. That
future is under threat. To safeguard our common future we want to change
Europe, to strengthen it. That is why we stand for more solidarity and
solidity, sustainability and justice than we find in Europe today. We fight for
stronger European democracy than exists today. We invite you to join us in
building new European unity on this basis.
If we give room to populism, nationalism or economic chauvinism, then no
region, no country, no part of Europe will remain or become prosperous. In
a globalised world, facing the daunting social, environmental and security
challenges ahead, our European answer cannot be to revert to national
boundaries. Only together will we Europeans be successful. But we must set
the right priorities! We need fair economic cooperation that respects our
ecological responsibilities. We need solidarity within and between our
nations. We need a strong democracy. We must live our values, upholding
freedom and liberties domestically and internationally. The Europe we fight
for is not self-satisfied, but ambitious. It refuses to condone failure in
European policies. It is able to better embrace the necessary change
towards more sustainability and a good life for all its people.
CRISIS CREATES ANXIETY AND ANGER – WE WANT TO BUILD HOPE
AND SECURITY
Hope and security and peace, that’s why so many Europeans supported the
European unification project in its early years. Europe has delivered on
peace. European unity freed the continent from centuries of antagonism and
war. Europe inspired the removal of dictatorships and authoritarian regimes
in many European countries. But more recently, Europe and its member
states who still hold many important keys to European progress, have been
failing many of its citizens. 
The idea of Europe has been met with growing frustration, fear, even with
anger, because in the crisis many social, democratic and economic
achievements have been threatened or destroyed. At the moment, 25% of
Europe´s citizens are at risk of poverty and social exclusion. People are
afraid. Europe is in crisis for many reasons. We have for instance allowed
unacceptable risk-taking and greed by unleashing financial markets, resulting
in high unemployment, stagnation, increased social division and injustice.
Our economic model is not sustainable and is undermining its ability to
create prosperity. The global climate conferences in the past years have
demonstrated how dangerously far we are removed from avoiding
catastrophic climate change. There is still not enough political will to achieve
a turn-around. Short-termism and narrow lobbyist interests seem to prevail. 
We invite you to join us in our efforts to turn anger about all this into new
hope. Europe must change. Europe, indeed, needs fundamental
transformation. 
YOUR VOTE MATTERS – DON´T LET THOSE WHO WANT TO RUIN
EUROPE WIN
We want you to join us in the fight for an economic transformation that will 
build future prosperity on the basis of sustainable development and a Green
renaissance of our industry. Here many Green jobs can be created,
constituting good and decent work, equal pay, workers’ rights, increased
economic mobility, regional development and better opportunities for small
and medium sized enterprises or social companies. We insist on a European
energy policy, which will mitigate climate change: Yes to renewables and
energy efficiency, no to nuclear or more coal and shale gas. All this we call a
Green New Deal. 
We Greens remain reliable advocates of environmental responsibility. Help
us take a strong stance against those on the right or on the left and from
the lobbies, who would rather block progress. We demand more sustainable
agricultural policies and have played a strong role in reforming the EU´s
fisheries policy. We have consistently promoted consumer rights.
Environmentalism is also a social responsibility. If we destroy the
environment, we destroy the basis of our economy and well-being.We
Greens mobilize under the banner of social justice against social exclusion,
of sustainability against austerity. We want to live our lives as men and
women in which security and opportunity are not just tales from yesteryear. 
Here, without doubt, Europe must change direction! We want to fight
against youth unemployment, against homelessness, against poverty and
hopelessness. Where member states refuse or fail to deliver, together as
Europeans we can overcome that. Let us strengthen social Europe.

EUROPE IS AT A CROSSROADS
Started after World War II, the European unification project has freed the
continent from centuries of antagonism and war. It has inspired the removal of
dictatorships and authoritarian regimes across most of our continent. It has
enabled the economic reconstruction of its Member-States in a spirit of social
justice, before making our continent a pioneer of environmental sustainability. If
these achievements are to be preserved and enhanced, now is the time for a
fundamental political reorientation and for a democratic re-foundation of the
European Union.
Indeed, the all-out neoliberal deregulation started in 1980 unleashed the forces
of financial markets solely driven by short-term greed; this was at the heart of
the global financial crisis that erupted in 2008. And the policy response provided
by mainstream political forces at the European and national levels have only
made the situation worse. As exemplified by the austerity medicine administered
by the Troika to crisis countries, it focuses maniacally on massive cuts in public
spending, in wages and in social and environmental protection. As a result, it
jeopardizes the wellbeing of many of our fellow citizens, undermines the
capacity of our societies to create prosperity, threatens our efforts to fight
climate change and last but not least, undermines our democracies. Today,25%
of Europeans are at risk of poverty or social exclusion; 27 million are
unemployed, including almost one out of five young Europeans! The most fragile
end up paying the heaviest price of the crisis. No surprise this injustice is stirring
fear and anger across our continent! While we share that anger, we deliberately
choose to turn it into hope. 

A NEW COURSE FOR A RE-VITALISED EUROPEAN DEMOCRACY 

Status-quo, that is, leaving those who led us into this crisis in the political
driver’s seat cannot be an option. But neither is succumbing to the populist and
chauvinist sirens of those who preach retreating behind narrow national or
regional borders, making scapegoats of all those who are different. We believe
no region, no country, no part of Europe will be able to remain or become
prosperous on its own. Think of it : taming the forces of financial markets and of
global corporations, effectively fighting tax fraud and evasion, making Europe’s
energy supply 100% renewable so as to combat runaway climate change are all
examples of urgent actions that are beyond the capabilities of even the largest
of our Member-States. In a globalised world, it is only by acting together that we
stand a chance of meeting the daunting social, environmental and economic
challenges ahead. This requires a combination of solidarity and responsibility
among European Member-States, so that together we can reclaim our
sovereignty – that is the ability to shape our future - by sharing it. 

Our Europe does not however mean more of the same, rather a fundamentally
transformed one. It is a Union that chooses as its number one objective making
a good life possible for all – across our planet and across the generations –
while respecting the physical limits of our planet. This requires making the
European Union a catalyst for investment. Investment in a Green Europe, that
makes its infrastructures the most resource- and energy-efficient, that protects
and restores its natural resources which are a condition for life. Investment in a
social Europe that puts social protection, inclusiveness and cohesion at the
heart of its goals. Investment in a learning and innovative Europe, able to invent,
build and deploy solutions to the global challenges of this century. Beyond their
absolute necessity, we are convinced that these investments are the most
powerful and sustainable engine of job creation for our continent in the 21st
century. Mobilizing them must be the priority of European regulation, of taxation 
and public spending. This is, in a nutshell, what we call a Green New Deal for
Europe.
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We see individual emancipation, freedom and liberties for all as very much
under threat. Think of private and state-organized mass surveillance or the
infringement on human rights of minorities like immigrants, the LGTB+
community or the Roma. We must not tolerate hate based on race, gender,
sexual orientation, on anti-semitism or anti-muslim attitudes. 
We need a digital bill of rights. We helped defeat the dangerous “Anti-
Counterfeiting Trade Agreement” (ACTA). We defended the right to water.
These are fights over the very soul of Europe. 
We Greens want to re-vitalize European democracy. Lobbyists, technocrats
and populists have weakened it. The European Parliament must be
strengthened and have control over the policies which the European
Commission and the European Central Bank pursue within the so-called
troika. Citizens must be better heard and have a more active say through
direct democracy. That starts at home, by defending for instance local self-
rule, where the EU has no business meddling. It includes pushing back
against excessive lobbying. We also want more gender democracy: more
women in Europe´s institutions and in the boardrooms of EU companies.
We should not shy away from sharing our sovereignty, where this is the only
way of keeping it: as with the banking union, the financial transaction tax and
the struggle for tax justice and against tax evasion and tax havens. 

The transformation we advocate must go hand in hand with a democratic re-
foundation of Europe. It is a Europe where lobbyists defending private interests
and ideologically-driven technocrats no longer enjoy dominance over elected
lawmakers. A Europe that pioneers a more direct and participative democracy. A
Europe where executive bodies such as the European Commission and Central
Bank are held accountable of their actions. A Europe that is a working a multi-
level democracy, respecting subsidiarity, starting from local self-rule and that
makes its diversity one if its best assets. A Europe that equally respects the
individual rights of all its citizens, regardless of their gender, race, religion or
sexual orientation and that refuses to make security an excuse for massive
infringements on privacy. A Europe that makes equality, in particular social and
gender equality, a reality.

While changing its political course and re-vitalizing its democracy, Europe must
remain an open, active and responsible player in our globalised world. That
entails keeping the door to further enlargements open and pursuing an inclusive
neighbourhood policy, as well as assuming our fair share of solidarity towards
those who seek refuge. It also means protecting and promoting the values of
social justice, environmental sustainability, human rights and global democracy in
our external actions, in particular in trade relations. Europe must also be an
active player in civil conflict prevention and multilateral conflict resolution
globally.  

We Greens want the EU to pursue a policy of good neighbourliness on our
borders and abroad.This includes not closing the door on enlargement.We
promote global justice, fair trade, protecting human rights, civil conflict
prevention and multilateral conflict solutions. Europe must be a fair haven
for refugees, not fortress Europe. A Europe of global responsibility benefits
the world and ourselves.
IT IS YOUR CHOICE
As the directly elected voice of the European citizens, the European
Parliament is the joint lawmaker, together with national governments, on
topics that influence your daily lives, from work safety to innovation and
new jobs, from consumer protection to environmental policy, from food
safety and animal protection to data privacy to gender equity. Many local
and regional projects rely on financing through European funds
We Greens make a difference in the European Parliament. We want to
continue this with greater strength. For this we need your support, your
vote. Help changing Europe, vote Green! 
YOU are Europe. Thank you for listening to us.

GREENS MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Make no mistake about it : the European Union is playing a key and increasing
role in our daily lives, from work safety to innovation and new jobs, from
consumer protection to environmental policy, from food safety and animal
protection to data privacy to gender equity. Countless local and regional
projects rely on financing through European funds. Even more importantly,
essential elements of budgetary, social and economic policy of your national,
regional or local government are conditioned by the Union. As the directly
elected voice of the European citizens, the European Parliament legislates,
together with national governments, on most of these issues. Its election is
therefore most relevant to you.
At every level of democracy where we participate, we Greens are making our
words into action. Despite our relatively modest size in the European
Parliament, we have made a difference. We helped defend civil liberties, notably
by defeating the infamous Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA). We
have been driving forces in financial regulation, by initiating the first ban of a
dangerous financial product, by imposing more transparency to banks and by
capping the bonuses of traders. We pushed for an end to overfishing and for
fairer international fishing practices, and managed to secure a ground-breaking
change in the EU’s common fisheries policy.
If you want Europe to engage into the transformation we advocate, we need
your support. Now is the time, it is your Europe : vote Green!

32 ICV 116 Subst "Let us strengthen social Europe." A social Europe is possible and urgently needed to preserve the EU project
41/ 
42

EELV /
GGEP

137-138 delete That starts at home, by defending for instance local self-rule, where the EU
has no business meddling

51 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

158-481 replace 
/change

Switch Chapter 1 („Europe needs a Green New Deal“), with Chapter 2 (“Our
Planet, Our Home”). GREENS should put ecology first.

52 ICV 157 Delete You are Europe. Thank you for listening to us.

56 EELV 163 delete Instead of a socially deaf and environmentally blind austerity

59 FYEG 166-167 add fighting unemployment, poverty and all forms of social injustice. fighting unemployment, poverty and all forms of social injustice also globally.

60 EELV 172 delete We want to relieve Europe from its addiction to excessive debt

60a Austria 172-174 delete We Greens want to relieve Europe from its addiction to excessive debt.
That includes bringing financial debt, be it public or private, back to
sustainable levels and make sure it funds value-creatng investments.

64 EELV 167 delete A debt-fuelled economy is not sustainable

67 Groen 182-183 add ,reduction of social welfare schemes and privatization of public goods. ,reduction of social welfare schemes, privatization of public goods and would
continue to harm the environment.

replaceEcolo
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68 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

187 replace Austerity as imposed in the recent economic crisis takes us dramatically in
the opposite direction.

Therefore we have to rebalance the austerity-only approach, to reach these
goals.

73 GGEP 196-204 replace strong policy of job creation. …. We want the European Central Bank to
include employment among its policy objectives. 

…. strong policy of promoting sustainable investment and job creation.
We want the European Central Bank to include macroeconomic and
financial stability among its policy objectives. 

76a Austria 198 replace minimum social standards high social standards

79 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

203-204 replace We want the European Central Bank to include employment among its
policy objectives

We want the European Central Bank to include macroeconomic and financial
stability among its policy objectives.

80 EELV 200 add particularly in terms of job quality and security, of wages, of public health, of
pensions

particularly in terms of job quality and security, of wages, of public health, of
pensions. We will keep on fighting for including a Social Pact in
the EU corpus

85 Irish 
Greens

206 replace Shaping a better and more inclusive Europe also requires fighting against the
spread of child-poverty and homelessness. 

European Greens also recognise the injustice and long term harm caused by
growing levels of child poverty and social exclusion. Europe must continue to
tackle child poverty through evidence based preventative early intervention
investment within the framework of the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child. Greens also believe that more must be done to tackle
homelessness prevent the eviction of households unable to meet mortgage
repayments, particularly in crisis hit countries. A tax policy, which favours the
construction of social housing, is required to tackle the housing and to restrain
housing speculation, with a view of preventing any future slump.We wish to see
better coordination of national housing policies and the creation of an EU
Homelessness Strategy

86 ICV 203 Add between "include" and "employment" maximum
87 Ecolo 207 add a new

paragraph 
after 121

We consider that the rekindling of social Europe is closely related to a
reinvigorated social dialogue where federations of employers and trade unions
assume loyally their responsibilities. If they fail to negotiate, the Commission
should take over and table a legislative proposal. Crossborder collective
agreements for European transnational companies should be promoted through
at least an optional legal framework. A permanent secretary of the social
partners should be set up for supporting their negotiations and providing legal
experts to the European Court of Justice when the case is about the
interpretation of an agreement of the social partners.

96 FYEG 217 Add company boards company boards with a 50% women's quota in shareholder
companies and companies with above 250 employees

98 Finnish 
Greens

222-263 change Change the order of the two chapters, ie Bringing financial industry under
control < > Public finances: fair and effective taxation

Social justice is a fundamental value of Europe. The past thirty years have
seen a rise in inequalities of income and wealth. Lack of structural reforms,
missing investments for the future and the austerity policies have made
things worse to the point that a growing number of Europeans are now
deprived of access to even basic health services.

190-193 Replace70 Europe must be built on a foundation of social justice and yet, for an increasing
number of people, social hardship has become the reality.
Europe has experienced inexcusable increases in income and wealth inequalities
in the past 30 years. Such high levels of inequality not only helped to create the
conditions which triggered the recent economic crisis but also determined the
magnitude of the impact on people in society. Even in a continent of such
excessive wealth we are faced with an unacceptable situation where a growing
number of Europeans cannot meet their basic standard of living and have
become dependent on food handouts and deprived of their right to access basic
health care services. Failure to invest in the future, austerity policies and lack of
structural reforms have exacerbated and prolonged this situation.
European Greens believe in policies to tackle growing levels of inequality and
are adamant that there should be no second-rate citizens in the EU. It is
therefore essential that social impacts such as inequality and poverty are taken
into account when binding European macro economic policies such as deficit or
imbalance corrections are decided. Moreover, there is a real need for greater
European action to stimulate economic recovery in crisis countries to counter
fiscal consolidation. As such we wish to see new instruments developed to
mitigate large differences in economic cycles (including unemployment rates)
across the Euro Area. Automatic stablisers to avoid future social imbalances,
including an EU unemployment insurance scheme are required.

Irish 
Greens
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104 GGEP 252-251 change As we want large corporations and wealthy individuals to contribute their
fair share, we advocate a more common European approach at corporate
and wealth taxation, including minimum rates.

As we want large corporations and wealthy individuals to contribute their fair
share, we advocate a more common European approach at corporate taxation, 
including minimum rates and EU coordinated wealth levies to share
the costs of the crisis fairly.

110 Irish 
Greens

173 to be 
discussed 
in CAS in 
relation to 
compromis
e text 
proposed 
for AM 107-
116 .

It will also enhance future competitiveness It will also enhance future economic resilience

111 Finnish 
Greens

274 rephrase Eco-design rules, public procurement, state aid rules, private investment,
promoting small and medium sized enterprises and fighting corporate
vested interests, better funding for research, development and education,
promotion of entrepreneurship, good industrial relations and workplace
democracy.

113 Groen 278 add These must all be elements of our effort. These must all be elements of our effort to transform the European
economy to one that sustainably contributes to ecological and
social welfare.

117 Ecolo 280 add Trade policy should support a sustainable industrial renaissance in Europe.
One project of particular relevance …

Trade policy should support a sustainable industrial renaissance in Europe. This 
could include the possibility to set the level of custom duties
according to the effective respect of internationally recognised
social and environmental standards. The extra tax revenues
raised would fund support schemes for vulnerable workers in
Europe and improve living conditions in developing countries.
One project of particular relevance

130 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

317 replace “[60%] [at least 55%] at least 50%

131 Finnish 
Greens

317 replace by [60%] [at least 55%] from 60%

132 EELV 317-318 replace Reviving the EU's emissions trading scheme is essential to this and means
setting an adequate price for CO2 emissions

Legally binding restrictions to pollute remain the most effective measure to
decrease pollution and polluting practices. However if the EU's Emissions
Trading Scheme (ETS) is still in place, it must be radically reformed and an
adequate price for CO2 emissions must be imposed in order to become an
effective tool forcing companies to reduce their polluting activities, instead of
currently be a tool of speculative enrichment for the worst world polluters

140 FYEG 337 add The EU should stop subsidising dirty energies and public European institutions
should divest from fossil fuels. Fossil fuel subsidies should be allocated to the
budget of the GCF to expand and strengthen it.The EU should at least pay 25%
of the budget.

142 Finnish 
Greens

338 add Nuclear power also increases the risk of spreading of nuclear weapons.

143 EELV 344 re-order SUSTAINABILITY IS KEY (whole paragraph) to be put line 107

145 EELV 347 delete We propose the creation of a World Environment Organisation by
combining and expanding the role of the different disjointed agencies that
already exist within the United Nations

149 Finnish 
Greens

362-363 delete We believe that you know this too and share our worries
that we are living way beyond our means by consuming natural resources
at a rate at which they cannot be renewed, as well as polluting our air, soil
and water.

We are living way beyond our means by consuming natural resources at a rate
at which they cannot be renewed, as well as polluting our air, soil and water.
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153 EELV 372-378 replace Using fossil fuels for the transport sector makes the EU dependent on
energy imports and exposed to rising prices. We need to shift to more
sustainable and less environmentally-damaging modes like rail.Trans-
European Transport Networks must prioritise rail before roads and aviation,
especially for the movement of goods. Improving the energy efficiency of
cars helps cutting the fuel bills of European citizens.We also want to spur
innovation by making electric cars a more attractive option.

Using fossil fuels for the transport sector not only has a strong negative impact
on public health and environment but also makes the EU dependent on energy
imports and exposed to rising prices.We need to shift to more sustainable and
less environmentally-damaging modes like rail and waterway but also active
modes like cycling. Trans-European Transport Networks must prioritise rail
before roads and aviation, especially for the movement of goods. Privatisation of
railway transports for passengers and the development policy of only-high-
speed-train must be stopped, to develop more local connections at an
affordable price. EU should massively invest in this sector to help the shift to
more environment-friendly modes of transport. Improving the energy efficiency
of vehicles helps cutting the fuel bills of European citizens and improve air
quality.We also want to spur innovation by making more sustainable and clean
vehicles (including electric and smaller vehicles) a more attractive option. 

156 FYEG 374-375 add Trans-European Transport Networks must prioritise rail before roads and
aviation, especially for the movement of goods.

Trans-European Transport Networks must prioritise rail before roads and
aviation, especially for the movement of goods and there needs to be
more investment in a high-speed Trans-European Rail network,
that can compete with inner-European flights.

165

166 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen/ 
EELV

419-421 delete On the other hand we are consuming more and more junk food, heavy with
added salts and sugars, resulting in rising levels of obesity in Europe and
driving up the rate of heart disease, diabetes and cancer.

Our food chain is malfunctioning. Industrial agriculture, based on pesticides,
monocultures and antibiotics, is thriving at the expense of our health, the
environment and increasing animal suffering. Recurring food scandals have
made consumers justifiably insecure about what we are eating and where it
comes from. The diversion of food crops to fuel, combined with financial
speculation on essential food commodities, has led to increased food prices
and hunger worldwide. On the other hand we are consuming more and
more junk food, heavy with added salts and sugars, resulting in rising levels
of obesity in Europe and driving up the rate of heart disease, diabetes and
cancer. We want a food revolution to change things. The Greens want to
promote sustainable, healthy, tasty, diverse and ethical food, not food
designed simply to look good on supermarket shelves. This means
encouraging local production chains, organic farming and fair trade products
from developing countries. With Europe throwing away 90 million tons of
food annually, we also want action to cut down food waste

414 add and
replace

Our food chain is malfunctioning. Industrial agriculture, based on toxic
pesticides, monocultures and an over-use of antibiotics, is thriving at the
expense of our health, the environment and animal welfare. Recurring food
scandals have made consumers legitimately insecure about what we are eating
and where it comes from. The diversion of food crops to fuel, combined with
financial speculation on essential food commodities, has led to increased food
prices and hunger worldwide, but especially in developing countries. At the same
time, on the other side of the world we are consuming more and more
processed junk food, heavy with rainforest-destroying palm oil and high fructose
corn syrup from pesticide-laden GMO maize monocultures, and added salts and
sugars; this has resulted in exploding levels of obesity in Europe and has driven
up the rate of heart disease, diabetes and cancer. These are just a few symptoms
of a global food system that simply doesn't work. The Greens want to promote
sustainable, healthy, tasty, diverse and fair food, instead of standardised, tasteless
food that “looks good” on supermarket shelves. This means encouraging local
production chains, organic farming and fair trade products from developing
countries, but also pushing for eliminating rainforest destroying palm oil and
soya, and high fructose corn syrup from ingredients. For this we will continue to
fight for improving transparency in food labeling, and were successful in fighting
several misleading practices, in improving the labeling of the country of origin
and nano-ingredients. Last but not least, with Europe throwing away 90 million
tons of food annually, we demand action on all levels to cut down food waste
from the 30-50% we see currently. We launched a food revolution, increasing
public awareness, personal engagement and participative democracy in
determining and improving food policies throughout Europe. We call for a self-
sustaining, nurturing system that increases fertility, diversity and prosperity
rather than destroying natural and social capital in a race to the bottom. 

GGEP Compromise integrated - Our food chain is malfunctioning. Industrial agriculture, based on pesticides, 
monocultures and an overuse of antibiotics, is thriving at the expense of our health, the environment and 
increasing animal suffering. Recurring food scandals have made consumers justifiably insecure about what 
we are eating and where it comes from. The diversion of food crops to fuel, combined with financial 
speculation on essential food commodities, has led to increased food prices and hunger especially in 
developing countries.
To be discussed in CAS: 
(Vote 166,167 proposal to delete) On the other hand we are consuming more and more junk food, heavy with 
added salts and sugars, [additives and artificial substances], resulting in rising levels of obesity in Europe and driving 
up the rate of heart disease, diabetes and cancer. 

(Alternative formulation= suggest withdrawal - AM 166+167)  At the same time, on the other side of the world  
we are consuming more and more processed junk food, heavy with rainforest-destroying palm oil and high fructose 
corn syrup from pesticide-laden GMO maize monocultures, and added salts and sugars; this has resulted in 
exploding levels of obesity in Europe and has driven up the rate of heart disease, diabetes and cancer. These are 
just a few symptoms of a  global food system that simply doesn't work. 

Compromise integrated - The Greens want to promote sustainable, healthy, tasty, diverse and ethical food, 
not standardised, tasteless food designed simply to look good on supermarket shelves. This means 
encouraging local production chains, organic farming and fair trade products from developing countries. We 
have succeeded in fighting several misleading practices, and in improving country of origin and  nano-
ingredients labelling.  We will continue to demand  improved transparency in food labelling.

With Europe throwing away 90 million tons of food annually, we also want action to cut down food waste. 
We launched a food revolution, increasing public awareness, personal engagement and participative 
democracy in determining and improving food policies throughout Europe. We call for a self-sustaining, 
nurturing system that increases fertility, diversity and prosperity rather than destroying natural and social 
capital in a race to the bottom. 
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168 GGEP 419-421 change On the other hand we are consuming more and more junk food, heavy
with added salts and sugars, resulting in rising levels of obesity in Europe

On the other hand we are consuming more and more junk food, heavy with
added salts and sugars, additives and artificial substances, resulting

Vote depends on the result of the vote on AM 166

175 Finnish 
Greens

450-456 add 
(modified 
amendment
)

Add after the sentence on line 456: Despite this GMO should be researched
and quality control and impact assessment should be further developed.

177 Finnish 
Greens

449
Move the “bee-chapter” after line 449.

170 We need to make our farming and food supply systems climate-smart,
sustainable and fair. We need resilient, biologically diverse, healthy and robust
agro-ecosystems that not only adapt to climate change but also to mitigate it.
The European Parliament now has equal responsibility in designing the EU's
Common Agricultural Policy but the recent reform of the CAP has showed that
the EU has massively missed the opportunity to create a sustainable, non-
polluting, “Do no harm” model of agriculture and rural development. We need a
system which allows for a much fairer distribution of public funds, including
more support for small farmers, for local production and sale, short food chains
that bring farmers closer to consumers, and for organic production. We need to
increase soil fertility, add more diversity and drastically cut the inputs of
pesticides and synthetic fertilisers and eliminate harmful export subsidies. We
need to move away from industrial farming, especially factory farming, with its
horrendous record on animal welfare and huge role in antibiotic resistance. We
need more agro-ecological production systems, that work with nature instead of 
sterilising and destroying it – we need to “Give Bees a Chance”, and allow
pollinators to do their work to feed us, and to let natural predators regulate
pest species, by smashing the green deserts of monocultures that demand
pesticide use: by using crop rotation with leguminous crops we can hugely
reduce the need to apply pesticides, while increasing natural soil fertility and
providing local and regional markets in protein-rich animal feed, to replace
rainforest-destroying soya animal feed that we currently depend on. We need to
set the animals free from their polluting factory farms and antibiotic-laden, soya-
based feed and return to pasture-based grazing systems. 
We oppose the further privatisation of seeds and plant material which might by
introduced by new EU rules. We will keep fighting against the corporate control
of the seed industry which makes farmers reliant on seed designed specifically
for use with chemical fertilisers and pesticides, instead of allowing them to save
and breed their own seed and adapt their crops to changing local conditions. We 
will continue our campaign for fair and unrestricted access to plant breeding
material and against the patenting of plants and animals.  

GGEP 433-446 add and
replace

We need to make our farming climate-smart, sustainable and ethical. The
European Parliament now has equal responsibility for the EU's Common
Agricultural Policy but the recent reform of the CAP was a missed
opportunity for creating a sustainable, non-polluting model of agriculture
and rural development. We need a system which allows for a much fairer
distribution of public funds, including more support for small farmers, for
local production and sale, and for organic production.We need to increase
soil fertility and eliminate harmful export subsidies.We need to move away
from industrial farming. We oppose the further privatisation of seeds and
plant material in EU rules on seeds.We will continue our campaign for fair
and unrestricted access to plant breeding material and against the patenting
of plants and animals

Compromise integrated: We need to make our farming climate-smart, sustainable, fair and ethically sound . 
We need resilient, biologically diverse, healthy and robust agro-ecosystems that not only adapt to climate 
change but mitigate it. The European Parliament now has equal responsibility for the EU's Common 
Agricultural Policy.

We need a system which allows for a much fairer distribution of public funds, including more support for 
small farmers, for local production and sale which brings farmers closer to consumers and for organic 
farming and for conventional farmers who want to green their production methods. Farmers deserve a 
decent price for their produce and we need to stop corporate buyers driving farm-gate prices below 
sustainable levels. We need to increase soil fertility, drastically cut the inputs of pesticides and synthetic 
fertilisers and eliminate harmful export subsidies. We need to move away from intensive industrial farming.
We oppose the further privatisation of seeds and plant material in EU rules on seeds. We will continue our 
campaign for fair and unrestricted access to plant breeding material and against the patenting of plants and 
animals. We will keep fighting against the corporate control of the seed industry which makes farmers 
reliant on seed designed specifically for use with chemical fertilisers and pesticides, instead of allowing 
them to save and breed their own seed and adapt their crops to changing local conditions.  
 
To be discussed in CAS:  We need more agro-ecological production systems, that work with nature instead of 
sterilising and destroying it – we need to “Give Bees a Chance”, and allow pollinators to do their work to feed us, 
and to let natural predators regulate pest species, by smashing the green deserts of monocultures that demand 
pesticide use: by using crop rotation with  leguminous crops we can hugely reduce the need to apply pesticides, 
while increasing natural soil fertility and providing local and regional markets in protein-rich animal feed, to replace 
rainforest-destroying soya animal feed that we currently depend on. We need to set the animals free from their 
polluting factory farms and antibiotic-laden, soya-based feed and return to pasture-based grazing systems. 
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180 EELV 462 delete/ 
rephrase

The Greens have played a lead role in pushing for a more sustainable
Common Fisheries Policy. The policy of throwing unwanted fish back into
the sea was a massive waste of food and income and will now be curtailed.
Fish stocks will be better managed and the capacity of the fishing fleet
better regulated.You will now be able to see not only where your fish came
from but how it was caught.
Much remains to be done to implement these reforms and ensure
loopholes are not exploited. We will continue to fight for better controls
over intensive fish farming, which is highly polluting and for fairer treatment
for small-scale, local fishing inside and outside Europe.

198 GGEP 409 add The EU must become more efficient, more vocal in the defence of the rule
of law, freedom and human rights, including socio-economic, environmental
rights within and outside its borders. On the Millennium Development
Goals, which include the fight against poverty, hunger, environmental
destruction and exclusion of women, Europe has not done enough. That
must be a motivation to support strong new sustainability goals. We urge
member states to fulfil their commitments to giving 0.7 % of GDP in
development aid. The EU should mainstream human rights in its external
policies, including trade.

The EU must become more efficient, more vocal in the defence of the rule of
law, freedom and human rights, including socio-economic, environmental rights
within and outside its borders. In particular, the EU shall be in the
forefront in the setting-up of legally binding rules on Corporate
Social Responsibility. On the Millennium Development Goals, which
include the fight against poverty, hunger, environmental destruction and
exclusion of women, Europe has not done enough. That must be a motivation to
support strong new sustainability goals. It entails the integration of the
MDG review and the Sustainable Development Goals process,
which emerged from the Rio+20 Conference, into a single
comprehensive framework and set of goals to eradicate poverty
and promote sustainable development after 2015. We urge
member states to fulfil their commitments to giving 0.7 % of GDP in
development aid. The EU should mainstream human rights in its external
policies, including trade. Likewise, it should make the fight against
corruption, money laundering, tax havens, illicit flows of capital
and harmful tax structures an overriding priority of the EU's
development agenda.

210 EELV 562 add new paragraph The EU must have a very official humanitarian role in areas where civilians suffer
from civil wars, such as sending temporary hospitals as it is done for
environmental crisis. Tragedies from civil wars should be considered as
important as environmental dramas.

214 Bündnis 
90/Die 
Grünen

472-583 replace The EU’s Frontex agency must be forced to live up to human rights
standards: we need a revision of its whole mandate to include “rescues at
sea”.We demand a fundamental revision of the Dublin III regulation so that
asylum seekers are able to choose in which country they want to apply for
asylum.Therefore then member states need to adopt a shared responsibility.
Instead of closing itself off, the EU needs to combine its refugee and
immigration policy with its development, foreign trade and human rights
policy. We need to create more legal and safe routes to the EU and
humanitarian visas should be implemented.We suggest a pact with countries
on the Mediterranean Sea to avoid more human dramas and deaths.

The European Border Agency FRONTEX is the wrong agent for that and the
Member States violate human rights in their border control policies. We need
more efforts to establish an asylum system worthy its name. We need greater
efforts by the EU as well as the Member States and more coordination for
rescue at sea, and we need legal and safe ways of entry, for example with a
humanitarian visa. We need to get rid of the Dublin regulation that forces
refugees to apply for asylum only in the country where they first entered the
EU. In our foreign relations as well as trade and development policies, we need
to address reasons for migration such as war, poverty, political oppression or
climate change.

224 FYEG 598 add developing countries and we Greens will hold the EU to its promises and its
responsibility.

developing countries and we Greens will hold the EU to its promises and its
responsibility. For instance by providing new, additonal funding to the Global
Climate Fund that will deliver 100 billion US-$ per annum from developed
countries for developing countries, as well as to the Adaptation Fund and LDCF.

230 Ecolo 612 add at the
end of the
paragraph

For the sake of transparency we will encourage the EU institutions to formalise
the "exit clause". 

232 Groen 
Links

606 replace We support an EU accession perspective for all the countries 
of the Western Balkans and will not exclude any European
country from possible future accession, provided they fulfil the
membership criteria. We want to speed up fair and credible negotiations
with Turkey.

The EU should be open to new members, such as all the
countries of the Western Balkans and Turkey, provided they fulfil
the membership criteria.
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234 Ecolo 606 add We support an EU accession perspective for all the countries of the
Western Balkans and will not exclude any European country from possible
future accession, provided they fulfil the membership criteria.We want to
speed up fair and credible negotiations with Turkey.

We support an EU accession perspective for all the countries of the Western
Balkans and will not exclude any European country from possible future
accession, provided 
(1) they fulfil the membership criteria; 
(2) the absorption capacity of the EU allows it so that the
decision-making is not disproportionately weakened; 
(3) current Member States commit to accompany, including
financially, the acceding countries.

237 Groen 
Links

622 delete But we need more transparency for the European Parliament during
trade negotiations.

But we need more transparency during trade negotiations.

248 ICV 643 add after crisis No democracy can be achieved if we maintain undemocratic structures as the
Troika. And without democracy we will not be able to shift the power of the
markets, regain soveraignity and put people interest first in the agenda.

260a Austria 677 add A treaty revision should empower the European Parliament to hold the
Commissioner for Economic and Monetary Affairs individually accountable and
to co-decide on the priorities of economic policy coordination.

264 EELV 484 replace we also want to extend the national parliaments' opportunities to react
when the EU exceeds its authority by not following the rules on subsidiarity

If the EU is not provided with competences where its action is necessary,
citizens and Parliaments' role in defining EU common interest will remain weak.
Therefore, Greens call for a reshaping of the competences among the different
levels of governance in the EU.This means, for example, that the EU should have
competences concerning tax policy and social policy where the European
Parliament would be co-legislator. At the same time, it means that national
parliaments should use their opportunities to react when the EU exceeds its
authority not following the rules on subsidiarity

266 Ecolo 687 add a new
paragraph

In programme countries, a troika composed of delegates from the European
Commission, the European Central Bank and the International Monetary Fund
has stepped in in order to fix problems, monitor the implementation of the
agreed reforms and to allow for the disbursement of the next rescue loan
tranche. Lately, the European Stability Mechanism joined them to organise the
financial support. Even though the programme countries are supposed to draft
themselves a macroeconomic adjustment programme in consultation with the
troika, it appears that most of the measures and reforms seem imposed by the
troika.  
In the future, we want the Commission to ask for the permission to the
European Parliament and to the Council before resorting to the IMF. The
national Parliaments and the social partners should be involved in the
macroeconomic adjustment programme. Finally, if there is evidence that the
troika infringed national, European or international law or is found guilty of
serious maladministration, it should be dismantled without delay.

267 Ecolo 687 add after
the 
paragraph

We call for strengthened interactions and synergies between all the levels of
governance, from the local to the regional, national and European levels, in order
to better articulate European policies and their implementation with the
regional and territorial realities, hence making Europe closer to the citizens .

269 Irish 
Greens

692 replace strengthen the competitiveness of the European economy. strengthen the performance of the European economy.

278 EELV 733 add In many member states equal rights for LGTB+ citizens are still not
guaranteed.

In many member states equal rights for LGTB+ citizens are still not guaranteed, 
and in some of them, homophobia and discrimination based on
sexual orientation or gender identity are still not being fought
with the severity they deserve .

283 Finnish 
Greens

741 Replace This is why we have been pioneers in demanding the creation of a
Copenhagen Commission in accordance with the EU treaties and the
European Convention on Human Rights to make sure that the democratic
demands that are put upon candidate countries when applying to EU
accession are not followed by backsliding into authoritarianism and
cronyism once a Member-state is already in the EU.

We have called for making sure that countries respect human rights, democracy
and the rule of law even after they have been accepted as members.
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284 Finnish 
Greens

746 delete The current limitations to the Charter of Fundamental Rights should be
abrogated so that the impressive list of guarantees and protections for
citizens will apply in practice where citizens live.

288 EELV 756 replace It needs more legislative co-decision powers while national veto-rights
should be diminished. Some decisions must, on the other hand, be taken
much closer to the citizens.
Europe cannot just wait for the EU heads of state and government to take
limited initiatives that will only lead to more technocratic control. A most
simple example: The European Parliament wants a single seat and to stop
the travelling circus between Brussels and Strasbourg.We Greens share that
demand, as do most European citizens. But the European Council just does
not listen.
Europe needs a fresh effort towards integration.Therefore we want a new
democratic Convention that will determine the future of European
integration, a Convention with strong parliamentary and civil society
participation. Its procedure must be fully transparent and democratic.
European citizens should have a final say through an EU-wide referendum.

It needs more legislative co-decision powers. In parallel, national veto-rights
should be abolished.A most simple example :The European Parliament wants a
single seat and to stop the travelling circus between Brussels and Strasbourg.
We Greens share that demand, as do most European citizens. But the European
Council just does not listen.
Europe cannot just wait for the national heads of state and governments to take
limited initiatives that will only lead to more technocratic control. Europe needs
a fresh start towards integration. Therefore we want a Constituent Assembly
directly elected by the citizens of the EU, or a new democratic Convention with
strong parliamentary and civil society participation along with fully transparent
procedure, to determine the future of European integration. European citizens
should be able to decide on the future of Europe and have a final say through an
EU-wide referendum.

290 Finnish 
Greens

757 replace Some decisions must, on the other hand, be taken much closer to
the citizens.

Some decisions must be taken to the citizens

291 Czech 
Greens

757 Add At the end of the line, add the sentences: „Draft legislation should be made
public at the earliest possible point in the legislative process. Openness, not
secrecy, should be the rule in EU politics“.

292 Dei Greng 759 delete A most simple example:The European Parliament wants a single seat and to
stop the travelling circus between Brussels and Strasbourg. We Greens
share that demand, as do most European citizens. But the European Council
just does not listen. 

-

295 Czech 
Greens

763 Add a Convention with strong parliamentary and civil society participation. After the word „parliamentary“ add the text „ , public “, so that the text
becomes: „a Convention with strong parliamentary, public and civil society
participation.“

296 Czech 
Greens

764 Add After the sentence ending „democratic.“ add: „It should be consultative and fuel public debate.“

297 Ecolo 765 add a new
paragraphe 
after line
489

The mandate and responsibilities of other existing European institutions
representing the regional and local authorities (Committee of Regions), and
socio economic actors and civil society (EESC) should be strengthen to reflect
their growing role and responsibilities in the construction of a new Europe
closer to its citizens and territories, and in meeting the challenges of the 21st
century.

298 Czech 
Greens

765 Add European citizens should should have a final say through an EU-wide
referendum. 

Europen citizens should directly elect their representatives at the
Convention well before the Convention and should have a final say
through an EU-wide referendum. 


